**POURQUOI WRITING RUBRIC**

**To get a 3**, your story should:

- Have an original idea
- Include a beginning, middle, and an end
- Tell HOW or WHY something is

Also, EACH person in your group should have contributed to the creation of the story.

Your presentation should be organized and show your story, with each group member participating.

**A 2 story would:**

- Borrow an idea that we have already read
- Not have a clear explanation of HOW or WHY something is

If EACH person does NOT contribute to your story and presentation, your group CANNOT get higher than a 2.

**A 1 or 0 story would come from a group that did not try hard to work together and/or acted very silly during their presentation. This group would have taken an idea that they read and retold the story with only a couple of minor changes. Take advantage of your teacher conferences so that this doesn't happen to your group!